SPECIFICATIONS
A. MATERIAL 1 1/2" SCHEDULE 40 (.148" WALL) BLACK IRON PIPE, O.D. = 1.90"
B. COATING OF PART AS FOLLOWS:
   1. COLOR — BLACK
   2. TEXTURE — REGULAR GRAIN
   3. GROSS — SEMI-MATTE
   4. HARDNESS, SHORE A—95 ±3
   5. TENSILE STRENGTH — 1800 PSI MIN.
   6. MILDEW RESISTANT ADDITIVE
   7. U.V. SCREENING ADDITIVE
   8. RESISTANT TO COLOR CHANGE
   9. RESISTANCE TO ABRASION WHEN USED AS INTENDED.
  10. PRIMER — ENTIRE PART IS PRIMED EVEN THOUGH IT IS COMPLETELY COATED.
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